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Abstract

We propose to use a perceptually-oriented domain to improve the quality of text-to-speech generated by deep neural networks (DNNs). We train a DNN that predicts the parameters required for speech reconstruction but whose cost function is calculated in another domain. In this paper, to represent this perceptual domain we extract an approximated version of the Spectro-Temporal Excitation Pattern that was originally proposed as part of a model of hearing speech in noise. We train DNNs that predict band aperiodicity, fundamental frequency and Mel cepstral coefficients and compare generated speech when the spectral cost function is defined in the Mel cepstral, warped log spectrum or perceptual domains. Objective results indicate that the perceptual domain system achieves the highest quality.
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1. Introduction

The quality of speech generated by statistical parametric systems has benefited from advances in acoustic models [1–6], vocoders [7, 8] and postfilters [9–11]. However the challenge of how to create truly high quality speech from learned vocoder parameters still remains. The vocoder itself is certainly one of the main limitations. But modelling assumptions, such as independence among different acoustic parameters, e.g., source and the filter, have also been shown to cause great degradation [12]. It is inevitable that any vocoder or statistic model will introduce error, so perhaps we should aim for errors that are introduced at any stage of the process to be as imperceptible as possible.

The idea of minimising a perceptual error is not new. Minimum Generation Error (MGE) [3, 13] for hidden Markov model (HMM)-based speech synthesis could be thought of as a step in this direction. In MGE training, the model parameters are updated not to maximize the likelihood of the data but to minimize the error between generated trajectories and ones extracted from natural speech. The error could be the Euclidean distance between generated and extracted trajectories [3] or a distance measured in a transformed domain like the log magnitude spectrum [13]. Unified feature extraction and model training could also lend itself to perceptual error minimisation [14, 15]. Nakamura et. al [14] proposed to extract Mel cepstral coefficients that maximize the likelihood of the data. More recently Shinni et. al introduced a compact representation of the spectrum using autoencoders [15]. Both techniques could be seen as error-minimising alternatives to Mel cepstral analysis [16].

The recent success of Deep Neural Network (DNN) speech synthesis [5, 6, 17, 18] suggest a range of new directions for minimum perceptual error training. In general, when training a DNN to predict acoustic parameters, all parameters are optimised using a shared cost function, allowing the model potentially to learn dependencies between output parameters.

DNN training easily allows for different cost functions to be used. It is possible to train a DNN to predict Mel cepstral coefficients but to calculate the error in the higher-dimensional spectral domain, simply by reformulating the cost function. It is also possible to train a DNN to predict the spectrum directly.

There are, however, more perceptually relevant representations of speech that could be used to measure the error, but that do not allow for synthesis. So, we might measure the error not directly on the output acoustic features (i.e., vocoder parameters) but in some other domain, which may not itself be useful for speech generation. In this situation, it is desirable to train a model that predicts vocoder parameters – necessary to eventually generate the waveform – but to calculate the error in this perceptual domain. In this paper we exploit this idea, using a particular perceptual representation of the speech spectrum.

Section 2 presents different spectral parametrisations followed by Section 3 where we propose minimum perceptual error training using such representations. We present our experimental design and results in Section 4 followed by discussions and conclusions.

2. Spectral parametrisation

We detail three spectral parametrisations: the Mel cepstral coefficients, the warped log magnitude spectrum and the Spectro-Temporal Excitation Pattern (STEP).

2.1. Mel cepstral coefficients

We can represent the spectrum $H(e^{j\omega})$ by a $M$-th order series of coefficients referred to as Mel cepstral coefficients $\{c_m\}_{m=0}^{M-1}$ following the relation:

$$H(e^{j\omega}) = \exp \sum_{m=0}^{M-1} c_m e^{-jm\tilde{\omega}}$$

$$\tilde{\omega} = \tan^{-1} \frac{(1 - \alpha^2) \sin \omega}{(1 + \alpha^2) \cos \omega - 2\alpha}$$

where $\alpha$ is a factor that controls warping in the frequency domain. We can choose $\alpha$ such that $\tilde{\omega}$ spans the frequency axis on a particular scale, for instance the Mel scale, leading to the so-called Mel cepstral coefficients [16].

The discrete log magnitude spectrum is defined by the Mel cepstral coefficients as follows:

$$\log |H(\omega_k)| = \sum_{m=0}^{M-1} c_m \cos(m\tilde{\omega}_k)$$

$$h = D_\omega e$$
where \( k = 0 \ldots N - 1 \) is an index that covers the frequency scale uniformly, \( \mathbf{h} \) is a column vector of size \( N \) containing the log magnitude spectrum, \( \mathbf{c} \) is the Mel cepstral coefficient column vector of size \( M \) and \( \mathbf{D}_0 \) is an \( N \times M \) matrix defined by \( \alpha \). This matrix corresponds to a warped discrete cosine transform. Note that \( \mathbf{h} \) is in linear frequency.

If \( M \) is equal to \( N \) than it is possible to reverse the operation, i.e., to obtain the original log magnitude spectrum from the Mel cepstral coefficients. To represent the spectrum in a compact way \( M \) is usually set to be much smaller than \( N \). To calculate \( M \) cepstral coefficients it is common to first extract \( N \) coefficients and than truncate the series. This method tends to overly smooth the spectrum. It is possible to extract a better fit of cepstral coefficients by using the Unbiased Estimator of the Log Spectrum (ULES) [19]. This method is often referred to as Mel cepstral analysis [16].

2.2. Warped log spectrum

The Mel cepstral representation is attractive due to its size and modelling power. The latter is mainly due to the frequency warping inspired by the frequency resolution of the cochlear membrane. Another potential perceptual domain is the warped log magnitude spectrum. It can be calculated from the Mel cepstral coefficients as follows:

\[
\mathbf{\hat{h}} = \mathbf{D}_0 \mathbf{c}
\]  

where \( \mathbf{\hat{h}} \) is an \( N \times 1 \) column vector containing the warped log magnitude spectrum. When \( \mathbf{c} \) is of the same length as \( \mathbf{h} \), i.e. when \( M = N \), this operation converts a linear log spectrum as described by \( \mathbf{c} \) to a warped domain with no loss in information.

2.3. Spectro-Temporal Excitation Pattern

Finally we present a third alternative for spectral parametrisation. The Spectro-Temporal Excitation Pattern (STEP) representation was proposed in the context of the Glimpse model for speech perception in noise [20] and the Glimpse Proportion (GP) measure for intelligibility of speech in noise [21]. This measure is based on the idea that, in a noisy environment, humans focus their auditory attention on ‘glimpses’ of speech that are not masked by noise. To detect such glimpses, the STEP representations of speech and noise are compared. The GP measure correlates well with subjective scores for intelligibility of natural [21] and synthetic speech [22] in a variety of noises.

To represent a signal in terms of STEP we first decompose its waveform into different frequency channels using a Gammatone filterbank whose central frequencies are linearly spaced on the equivalent rectangular bandwidth scale [23]. For each channel, the temporal envelope is extracted with an absolute value operation, smoothed with a low pass filter and then averaged across limited time intervals. The temporal envelope and the low pass filtering elements are inspired by hair cell sensitivity and observed low frequency temporal modulation correlations with intelligibility. A glimpse is detected in a time frequency region when the speech STEP value in that region is larger than the noise value. In this paper, we assume that differences between the STEP representations of two speech signals will be a good measure of how different they sound.

The original GP measure is calculated directly from the waveform domain. The approximation proposed in [24] redefines it, so it can be computed from the magnitude spectrum whilst remaining well correlated with subjective intelligibility scores. The STEP representation at filter channel \( f \) is given by:

\[
yf = \log \left[ \frac{1}{N} \sum \left( G_f \mathbf{b} \odot G_f \mathbf{h} \right)^\top \mathbf{S} \mathbf{b} \right]
\]  

where \( \mathbf{h} = \exp \mathbf{h} \) is the linear magnitude spectrum, \( \mathbf{G}_f \) is an \( N \) by \( N \) diagonal matrix whose diagonal contains the Gammatone filter frequency response for channel \( f \), \( \mathbf{S} \) is an \( N \) by \( N \) diagonal matrix whose diagonal contains the frequency response of the smoothing filter, \( \mathbf{b} \) a column vector of size \( N \) containing the coefficients of the average filter and \( \odot \) is a circular convolution operation of dimension \( N \).

By exchanging the smoothing and the averaging operations, it is possible to represent the circular convolution using the real value discrete Fourier transform (DFT) matrix \( \mathbf{F} \) as follows:

\[
yf = \log \left[ \frac{s_f}{N^2} \left( \left( \left( \mathbf{G}_f \mathbf{b} \right)^\top \mathbf{F} \right) \times \left( \left( \mathbf{G}_f \mathbf{h} \right)^\top \mathbf{F} \right) \right) \mathbf{F} \mathbf{b} \right]
\]  

where \( \mathbf{F} \) is the real part of the DFT matrix of size \( N \) by \( N \), \( s_f \) is the smoothing factor applied to channel \( f \) and operator \( \times \) is element-wise product.

3. Minimum perceptual error training

Parameter update using the back-propagation procedure to train a feed forward neural network is given by:

\[
\frac{\partial E}{\partial w_{i,j}} = w_{i,j} - \rho \frac{\partial E}{\partial o_k} \frac{\partial o_k}{\partial w_{i,j}}
\]  

\[
\frac{\partial E}{\partial o_k} = \frac{\partial E}{\partial o_j} \frac{\partial o_j}{\partial o_k}
\]  

where \( w_{i,j} \) is the weight between the \( i \)-th unit of the \( k \)-th layer and the \( j \)-th unit of the \((k-1)\)-th layer, \( o^k_i \) is the output unit in layer \( k \), \( E \) is the training error and \( \rho \) is the learning rate.

The definition of cost function \( E \) affects the propagation of the error through the layers, more specifically it changes the first term of the right hand side of the previous equation for the case where \( k \) is the output layer. For a linear output layer:

\[
\frac{\partial E}{\partial o_i} = \frac{\partial E}{\partial o_j} \frac{\partial o_j}{\partial o_i}
\]  

where \( o_i \) is the output of the \( i \)-th unit of the output layer.

If the cost function is the sum of squared errors, the gradient with respect to the output layer \( \mathbf{x} \) is:

\[
E = \sum_{i=0}^{L} (x_i - x^*_i)^2 \quad \frac{\partial E}{\partial \mathbf{x}} = 2(\mathbf{x} - \mathbf{x}^*)
\]  

where \( x^*_i \) is the \( i \)-th reference acoustic feature. In our case, \( \mathbf{x} \) will be composed of Mel cepstral coefficients plus some acoustic parameters that describe the excitation (e.g., F0).

The gradient with respect to the Mel cepstral coefficients when the cost function is in the Mel cepstral domain is:

\[
\frac{\partial E}{\partial \mathbf{c}} = 2(\mathbf{c} - \mathbf{c}^*)
\]  

For a cost function in the warped log spectrum domain:

\[
E = \sum_{n=0}^{N-1} (\hat{h}_n - \hat{h}_n^*)^2
\]
the gradient becomes:

\[
\frac{\partial E}{\partial c} = \frac{\partial}{\partial c} \sum_{n=0}^{N-1} (\hat{h}_n - \tilde{h}_n^*)^2
\]

(14)

\[
= \sum_{n=0}^{N-1} 2(\hat{h}_n - \tilde{h}_n^*) \frac{\partial \tilde{h}_n^*}{\partial c}
\]

(15)

\[
= \sum_{n=0}^{N-1} 2(\hat{h}_n - \tilde{h}_n^*) d_n^T
\]

(16)

where \(d_n\) is the \(n\)-th row of the matrix \(D_0\).

When the error is calculated in the STEP domain, the gradient with respect to the predicted Mel cepstral coefficients can be calculated as follows:

\[
\frac{\partial E}{\partial c} = \sum_{f=0}^{F-1} 2(y_f - \tilde{y}_f^*) \frac{\partial \tilde{y}_f^*}{\partial c}
\]

(17)

\[
\frac{\partial \tilde{y}_f^*}{\partial c} = \frac{\partial \tilde{h}_n}{\partial c} \frac{\partial \tilde{y}_f^*}{\partial \tilde{h}_n} = D_n^T \frac{\partial \tilde{h}_n}{\partial \tilde{h}_n} \frac{\partial \tilde{y}_f^*}{\partial \tilde{h}_n}
\]

(18)

\[
\frac{\partial \tilde{y}_f^*}{\partial \tilde{h}_n} = \frac{2s_f}{N^2 \exp(y_f)} G_f F \text{diag}((G_f \tilde{h})^T F) F b
\]

(19)

For a similar derivation see [24].

4. Evaluation

We now explain how we trained a variety of DNNs using these cost functions, then present objective and subjective results.

4.1. Methods

We used 2542 sentences from a British male speaker: 2400 utterances were used for training, 70 utterances for development and 72 utterances for evaluation. The waveforms are sampled at 48 kHz. We extracted the following parameters: 2049 dimension warped log spectrum extracted using STRAIGHT [25], 60 Mel cepstral coefficients (MCEP) extracted from the linear form of this spectrum, 55 dimension STEP parameters, Mel scale \(F_0\), and 25 aperiodicity energy bands (BAP) extracted using STRAIGHT. For the frequency warping applied to spectrum and cepstral coefficients, we used \(\alpha = 0.77\) to approximate the Mel scale, at this particular sampling frequency.

The DNN architecture was the same as that used in [18]: six layers of 1024 tangent hidden units and a linear output layer. The cost function was mean squared error. The initial learning rate used for each method was chosen empirically. 25 epochs of training were performed with early stopping. After 10 epochs, the learning rate was then halved at each epoch; the momentum parameter was set to 0.9. Our implementation uses Theano version 0.6 [26] and training was conducted on a GPU.

We trained single DNNs that predict band aperiodicity, fundamental frequency and Mel cepstral coefficients all together, and whose spectral cost function is defined in either the Mel cepstral (DNN-mcep), warped log spectrum (DNN-spec) or STEP domains (DNN-step). The total cost function is the summation of the sum-squared error for the non-spectral features, plus the spectral cost function.

Fig. 1 shows diagrammatically how to train and generate from DNNs, when taking the spectral cost function in the STEP domain (DNN-step), where \(D\) refers to the matrix multiplication that converts cepstral coefficients to spectrum and \(T\) refers to the transformation from spectrum to STEP. The DNN predicts all acoustic features; the transformation is only applied to the spectral acoustic features. At generation time, Mel cepstral coefficients are transformed to spectrum, unnormalised and then passed to the vocoder. To train and generate when the cost function is in the spectrum domain, a similar procedure is performed but the \(T\) block is absent. First and second order delta coefficients are also predicted for \(F_0\) and BAP, but only statics are predicted for MCEP. At generation time, the maximum likelihood parameter generation (MLPG) algorithm, using pre-computed variances from the training data, is applied to generate \(F_0\) and BAP trajectories while spectrum trajectories are constructed directly from the generated acoustic features. This was done because it is not obvious how to transform delta coefficients in the MCEP domain into deltas in the STEP domain. Postfiltering in the Mel cepstral domain [9] was applied when generating the waveform.

4.2. Objective distortion measures

To compare training procedures we trained a variety of models and calculated distortion measures using the test data. Table 1 shows these objective measures in different domains together with the training configuration for each model. Results for DNN-mcep vary from those presented in [18] because the deltas of spectral features are not being predicted here. The DNN-step* system is obtained by initialising the weights of the model with the previously-trained DNN-spec network.

We can see that DNN-spec produces lower objective error in the spectrum domain when compared to DNN-mcep. We can also see that when the training algorithm is designed to minimise error in the warped log spectrum domain (DNN-spec) the error measured in the STEP domain decreases as well. In fact, a smaller STEP error was obtained when minimising spectrum error than when training to minimise STEP error (DNN-step).
Table 1: Objective distortion measures calculated for the test sentences and overall error for sentences from the development set.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>epochs</th>
<th>learning rate</th>
<th>momentum</th>
<th>SPEC (dB)</th>
<th>STEP (dB)</th>
<th>BAP (dB)</th>
<th>F0 (Hz)</th>
<th>V/UV (%)</th>
<th>overall validation error (V/UV+STEP+F0+BAP)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DNN-mcep</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.2 10^{-3}</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>7.02</td>
<td>4.91</td>
<td>1.98</td>
<td>18.15</td>
<td>4.28</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNN-spec</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.1 10^{-5}</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>6.77</td>
<td>4.65</td>
<td>2.05</td>
<td>18.36</td>
<td>4.56</td>
<td>72.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNN-step*</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.2 10^{-4}</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>8.35</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>1.97</td>
<td>10.46</td>
<td>4.02</td>
<td>70.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNN-step*</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1 10^{-5}</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>7.03</td>
<td>4.79</td>
<td>2.04</td>
<td>11.24</td>
<td>4.34</td>
<td>72.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNN-step*</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.1 10^{-5}</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>7.17</td>
<td>4.83</td>
<td>2.01</td>
<td>11.11</td>
<td>4.20</td>
<td>71.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNN-step*</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.1 10^{-5}</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>7.75</td>
<td>4.84</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>10.71</td>
<td>4.09</td>
<td>71.17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3. Subjective results

We evaluated the systems DNN-mcep, DNN-spec and DNN-step* (epoch 1). 28 native English speakers performed a preference test rating each of the three possible pair comparison 24 times. A different sentence was used for each of the 72 pairs (within each pair, the same text was used for both synthetic utterances). The order of the sentences was made random and the pair comparison was also randomised such that at every six sentences all comparisons were covered. 24 sentences from the development set were used in a training session prior to the test.

Fig. 4 shows, for each comparison, the average preference score in % with 95% confidence intervals calculated using a two-tailed binomial test. We can see that both DNN-spec and DNN-step are preferred over DNN-mcep, with the preference for DNN-spec being significant. The DNN-spec is mildly preferred over DNN-step, although the difference is not significant.

5. Conclusions

We propose a general formulation for minimum perceptual error training of DNNs for speech synthesis. We trained DNNs that predict vocoder parameters and used spectral cost functions in the Mel cepstral, warped log spectrum or a perceptually-oriented domain. We note that our framework could be used with to a variety of other perceptually-oriented domains not just STEP.

Calculating the cost in the spectrum domain generates speech that is most preferred by listeners. The question of which domain is best for measuring perceptual differences remains open. Looking across the field of speech processing, we see that appropriate use of expert knowledge – such as cochlea frequency resolution – has led to great improvements. We believe that, if we can find the correct way, knowledge about hair cell sensitivity, frequency masking and temporal masking will also lead to improvements. Here, we tried one particular model that accounts for some of these aspects, but that did not yet provide improvements over the spectrum. Future work includes considering different domains to represent speech.
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